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1. ominous 2. brash
(A) phony, fraudulent (A) approaching, unavoidable
(B) uninteresting, dull (B) incorrect or not in agreement
(C) knowing everything (C) soothing, mollifying
(D) menacing, threatening (D) relating to smell
(E) eating anything (E) impudent, rude

3. ascend 4. tremulous
(A) to mark out, defame (A) easily moved to anger
(B) to irritate (B) quivering
(C) to rise, climb (C) contributing
(D) to calm, tone down (D) wasted away
(E) to trouble, torment (E) careful, prudent

5. virulent 6. endemic
(A) rude, dull
(B) harmful, infectious, full of hate
(C) masterful, manly
(D) unstable, unsteady
(E) not forgiving people

(A) local, regional
(B) enjoying fighting
(C) terrible, outrageous
(D) distributed, scattered
(E) charming

7. extortion 8. relent
(A) getting money by threats (A) to do something harmful
(B) comedian (B) to take a softer line
(C) large gathering of people (C) to banish, send into exile
(D) law, principle (D) to perceive
(E) harshness, severity (E) to shock, amaze

9. sinister 10. salient
(A) lively, cheery (A) devoted fully to something
(B) indicating tragic developments (B) expecting an improvement
(C) countrified, unpolished (C) without subsiding
(D) ordinary, banal (D) important, noticeable
(E) related to apes (E) unorthodox

11. compound 12. reprehensible
(A) to compete, contest, rival (A) complete, thorough
(B) to polish (B) ancient
(C) to free from guilt (C) favorably disposed, advantageous
(D) to increase or add to (D) rude, uncivilized
(E) to make surprised or confused (E) worthy of blame
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13. vexatious 14. rectify
(A) transparent (A) to save, store
(B) profitable (B) to cancel
(C) annoying (C) to destabilize, damage
(D) sordid, ungracious (D) to invalidate, abolish
(E) large (E) to correct, improve

15. emaciated 16. feasible
(A) shaking, swaying (A) realistic, workable
(B) very thin (B) offensively bold and disrespectful
(C) designed to make less painful (C) unwarranted, shaky, unsafe
(D) meticulous, attentive to detail (D) longing
(E) drinkable (E) secret, hidden

17. duress 18. solace
(A) compulsory force or threat (A) something added or attached
(B) something that restraints (B) desire, greed
(C) energy and enthusiasm (C) easing of grief
(D) list of names (D) wooden post used to punish people
(E) impairment, injury (E) unnecessary statement

19. effigy 20. compendious
(A) grumpy woman (A) compact and comprehensive
(B) excitement, AGITATION (B) spread, scattered
(C) empowerment in rights (C) naïve, easily cheated
(D) impudence, brashness (D) generous
(E) image or representation (E) bulky, clumsy, weighty

21. plethora 22. profusion
(A) feeling of pleasure at someone's problem (A) offsprings
(B) overabundance (B) large quantity
(C) thinker, erudite, guru (C) person annoyed easily
(D) death (D) minor fight
(E) person who became rich recently (E) gap, crack, opening

23. furtive 24. flout
(A) agreeable, compatible (A) to withdraw or repudiate
(B) sly, tricky (B) to ban, forbid, make illegal
(C) harsh, severe (C) to shock, amaze
(D) irritable, touchy (D) to cheat, strip
(E) fruitless, useless (E) to treat with disregard, scorn
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25. bogus 26. concur
(A) misleading (A) to forgive, tolerate
(B) cursory, simplistic (B) to correct, disillusion
(C) situated before the front (C) to stand or move unsteadily
(D) damaging reputation (D) to act in agreement
(E) not real or genuine (E) to intimidate, dispirit

27. sanctuary 28. frenzy
(A) shelter (A) attire, clothes
(B) weariness, weakness (B) state of violent mental agitation
(C) saying, remark (C) appropriateness
(D) counterfeit, fake object (D) prejudiced person
(E) praise, compliment (E) mental or physical skill

29. indiscriminate 30. arbitrary
(A) obscure, hidden
(B) fixed, imbedded
(C) undistinguishable, general
(D) extremely hot and moist, torrid
(E) aware, conscious

(A) bold, courageous, fearless
(B) cowardly
(C) sarcastic
(D) obscure, puzzling
(E) unchecked, accidental

31. recoil 32. oust
(A) to frighten (A) to scold, criticize
(B) to hesitate, fluctuate (B) to drive out, eject
(C) to degrade (C) to protest or complain bitterly
(D) to haunt, trouble (D) to calm down
(E) to draw back, bounce (E) to harass or annoy persistently

33. implacable 34. reverberating
(A) annoying
(B) miserable
(C) combative
(D) produced by fire, volcanic
(E) relentless, hardhearted

(A) foolish, insane
(B) resounding
(C) superficial, not deep
(D) occasional, irregular
(E) stubborn

35. enhance 36. condolence
(A) to heighten, enrich, perfect (A) strong feeling of sadness
(B) to personify, embody (B) suffering, agony
(C) to end (C) sympathy in grief
(D) to order, prescribe (D) wisdom, intuition
(E) to embarrass (E) small argument or fight
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37. scoff 38. inadvertent
(A) to insert (A) agonizing, torturing
(B) to sneer at (B) being only partly in existence
(C) to obstruct, conceal (C) happening by chance, unintended
(D) to insert, interrupt (D) abbreviated, shortened
(E) to hinder, delay (E) beautiful, handsome

39. incongruous 40. quell
(A) disbelieving, suspicious (A) to dress in a vulgar manner
(B) incorrect or not in agreement (B) to intimidate, dispirit
(C) morally required (C) to demystify, lay bare
(D) unhappy, angry (D) to reduce to submission
(E) impulsive (E) to destabilize, damage

41. throng 42. countenance
(A) sad song (A) to stimulate
(B) preservation from destruction (B) to hit, beat
(C) flatterer, crawler (C) to make weak
(D) horde (D) to give permission
(E) variety of disordered things (E) to injure, hurt

43. ubiquitous 44. crass
(A) meticulous, attentive to detail (A) primitive
(B) quivering, fearful (B) coexisting, concurrent
(C) existing or being seen everywhere (C) painful, unbearable
(D) practicable, workable (D) inert, inactive
(E) suggesting broad scope of information (E) inactive

45. doleful 46. tinge
(A) incompetent (A) good fortune
(B) causing grief (B) look, appearance
(C) inactive, latent (C) forcible restraint or restriction
(D) instructive (D) slight shade of color
(E) having many twists and turns (E) break, division

47. clandestine 48. surge
(A) intuitive, telepathic (A) to mean, denote, signify
(B) fanciful, amusing (B) to ruse and move
(C) shaking, swaying (C) to exist or happen before
(D) sheer, light and delicate (D) to impede, hold back
(E) concealed (E) to instigate, provoke
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1. D 2. E
3. C 4. B
5. B 6. A
7. A 8. B
9. B 10. D

11. D 12. E
13. C 14. E
15. B 16. A
17. A 18. C
19. E 20. A
21. B 22. B
23. B 24. E
25. E 26. D
27. A 28. B
29. C 30. E
31. E 32. B
33. E 34. B
35. A 36. C
37. B 38. C
39. B 40. D
41. D 42. D
43. C 44. A
45. B 46. D
47. E 48. B
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